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Summary--The partitioning technique and the state variable approach have been applied to 
analyze and to study the behaviour of a control system whose dynamic performance can in 
general be described by a nonlinear differential equation containing some linear, some 
nonlinear, and a forcing function terms. By placing suitable restrictions on the system 
equation, it was found that the state variables, which represent the state of the system, belong 
to a n  L2 space. Under the assumed restrictions, the admissible system was found to satisfy 
the definition of asymptotic stability in the sense of Lyapunov. Utilizing two different 
definitions of the norm, the system trajectory was analyzed. During the interval of operation 
considered, expressions for the required norms were obtained inside which all possible states of 
system remain. Included will be found an example to illustrate the method presented. 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
THE dynamic  behav iour  o f  a b r o a d  class o f  nonl inear  physical  systems can,  in general ,  be 
descr ibed by an n th o rde r  nonl inear  differential  equat ion  conta in ing  some l inear  terms,  
some nonl inear  terms and a forcing funct ion.  Fo l lowing  the par t i t ion ing  technique of  
WOLF [2, 3, 4], the au thors  analyzed a certain class o f  these systems I l l ,  and  it was found  
that  by  placing some restr ict ions on the system equat ion,  a solut ion which belongs to an 
L2~" space was obta ined ,  moreover ,  this solut ion was unique. 
The  object ive o f  this paper  is to app ly  the state var iable  a p p r o a c h  to study and analyze 
the pe r fo rmance  o f  certain systems under  some specific condi t ions ,  emphas is  being placed 
upon  stabi l i ty  in the sense of  LYAPUNOV [6, 9, 10], under  different definit ions o f  no rm [7, 8]. 
The  au thors  assume tha t  the reader  is famil iar  with Vol ter ra  nonl inear  integral  equa t ions  
[5] and  has an unders tanding  o f  LYAPUNOV'S theorem of  stabili ty.  
* The work was supported in part by Project MICHIGAN under Department of the Army Contract 
DA-36-039 SC-78801, administered by the U.S. Signal Corps and the National Science Foundation. 
t See, for example, Appendix A of Reference (1) for a summary of L2 space. 
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S Y S T E M  D E S C R I P T I O N  
The class of system under consideration is described by differential Equation 1 : 
L(D, t)x(t) +N{x} =g(t)  (l) 
where L(D, t) is a linear operator, operating on the system output x(O and is given by: 
L(D, t)x(t)= ~ [a,,(t)D°")]x(t) (21) 
r am0  
in which the a's are time-varying parameters, t is the independent variable, and 
D(")=dm/dt " is the mth order differential operator 
N is the nonlinear part of the system, which may be a function of  x, k, .. . ,  x"- 1, and t 
g(t) is the forcing function. 
S Y S T E M  D E F I N I T I O N S  
u) is the impulsive response of the linear part of Equation 1, defined by (1) w(t, 
Equation 3 : 
L(D, t)W(t, u )=b( t -u )  (3) 
where 3( t -u)  is the unit impulse applied at t = u. 
(2) Xo(t ) is the response of the linear part of Equation 1 with 9(0 as the input forcing 
function, which for zero initial conditions is defined by Equation 4: 
Xo(t) = W(t, u)o(u)du . (4) 
0 
(3) The weighted nonlinear function 
F(t, u, x(t)) A W(t, u)N[x(t)] . (5) 
SYSTEM RESTRICTIONS 
(1) {XCo")(t)} belong to an L 2 space over an interval [0, T] and are assumed "1 
bounded m=0 ,  1, ... ,  ( n - l ) ,  where n is the order of the highest derivative of the ~.t~ ~ 
linear part of  the system equation. (m)= the mth order derivative with respect to the ~-t,,J 
independent variable t. . J  
(2) In a given region D; [Ixl ~ d(t), 0<~ u ~t<~ ], F(m)[t, u, x(u)]* satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(a) Ft")[t, u, x(u)] satisfies the modified Lipschitz condition, namely, if the two triplets 
(t, u, zl) and (t, u, z2) are in D, then 
IF(")(t, u, Zl)--F(m)(t, 1,l, Z2) I ~ K.(t,  u)lz , --z2l 
where [K,,(t, u)] are L2[0, T]. That is, 
f f  K2(t, u)du <~ ot2~(t), 
0 
(b) F(m)[t, u, Xo(U)]du <~ nm(t) 
0 
* F(m)(t, u, x) Ac~'(m)F(t' u, x) 
~tm 
f T 2 ~ 2 cz,.(t)dt ~ A.,. 0 
and F is considered as a function of x only and not  x, etc. 
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where n,.(0 are bounded and belong to a n  L2[0 ,  T], that is, 
f r n 2 (t)dt ~< C 2 0 
where m and (m) are as defined before 
A 2 and C 2 are finite positive numbers 
T is the period of interest, (0 < T ~< 00). 
The functions a2(t) and nm(t ) a re  continuous and bounded over [0, T]. 
(3) It is required that: 
A k 
IXo(t)] +In(t)] +Cot(t) ~ <~d(t). (9) 
k = 0  
(4) The time-varying parameters ~q(t) and IN(x, t ) -g ( t ) l  are bounded over [0, T]. (10) 
It should be noted that when m =0,  the set of restrictions 6 through 10 reduces to the 
set of restrictions already described by the authors in Reference [1] where it was proved, that 
for the system described by Equation 1 for the case where there exists a unique solution x(t) 
which is the limit of a sequence of iterates {x.(t)}, and which, together with the system 
solution x(t), belongs to a n  L 2 space. This sequence of iterates {x.} is given by Equation 11 : 
f x .+l( t )=Xo(t ) - -  F[t,  u, x . (u )]du ,  (n=O, 1, 2 . . . .  , oo). (11) 0 
THE STATE VARIABLE REPRESENTATION 
Consider the system described by Equation 1 and satisfying the restrictions given by 
Expressions 6 through 10. Let 




dt = v. 
(12) 
Then: 
d v  1 
- ~ I )  2 =f l ( t ,  vl, v 2 . . . .  , v.) 
dvz 
-~-~=vs = f  2(t, v2, vs, . . . ,  v.) 
dl)  n 
- ~ =  - a o ( t ) v l - a l ( t ) v 2  . . . .  +(N, )  =fn(t, Vl, v2, vs . . . .  , v.) 
(13) 
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where 
N ~ = N ~ ( x ,  t ) = g ( t ) - N ( x ,  t) 







0 1 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 1 ,,. 0 0 
0 0 0 ... 0 1 
- a o ( t  ) - a t ( t )  - a 2 ( t )  ,.. - a n _ 2 ( t  ) - a , _ l ( t )  
t: 1 0 
v.2 + O. 
~14) 
Equat ion 14 can also be represented by Equations 15: 
dt 
and d v=f ( t ,  v) [ 
.} 
where v is a vector composed of  the state variables (o~, 0 2, ..., 0,) and can be used to 
represent the state of  the system in the phase space. Each of represents an axis in the 
phase space in which each succeeding axis represents the rate of  change of  the 
quanti ty measured along the one preceding it. 
f is a column vector made of  the functions ( f l , f 2 ,  ...,./,,) as defined by Equation 13. 
[A(t)] is an nxn matrix, which is defined by Equation (14). 
THE P R O P E R T I E S  OF THE STATE VARIABLES OF THE CLASS OF 
SYSTEMS U N D E R  C O N S I D E R A T I O N  
Some of  the properties o f  the state variables o t, v 2 . . . . .  o,, which are o f  interest in this 
study can be summarized in the following theorem: 
Theorem: 
Under the restrictions (given by Equations 6 through 10) placed on the linear, nonlinear, 
and forcing function terms, the state variables 0;(0 belong to L2[0, T], and are bounded by 
corresponding arbitrary L2[O, T] functions [3,(0. Since [N,(t, 0) I and I~,(t)[, which were 
defined before, are assumed bounded over the interval [0, T], then the state variables o~(t) 
are uniformly continuous over the same interval [0, T]. In particular, if T =  + ~ ,  then it 
follows that 
L i m v i ( t ) = O ,  ( i =  1, 2 . . . . .  n) . 
t ~ , y .  
Prool) 
The following two lemma are needed to prove the theorem: 
L e m m a  I * 
If a function f( t )  has a bounded derivative on any interval (finite or infinite); then f( t )  
is uniformly cont inuous over the same interval. 
• Lemma I can be obtained by applying the law of the mean, namely: 
It"2) .r ,  o l - f ,* )[r2  -r~ I <_ K It2 rll, t~ <_ r* <_ t2. 
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Lemma H* 
If a function f(t) is uniformly continuous over the interval [0, ~ )  and if 
f [ f2 ( t )  dt 
is finite, then it follows that 
93 
Limf(t)  = 0 .  
t ~ z  
Recalling that the state variable ul =x(t)  is given by the limit as n tends to infinity of 
x.(t) in Equation 11, restated again here, namely: 
and that, 
I t x(t)=vt = lira x.(t)=xo(t)- F[t, u, vt(u)]du'~ (16) 
n-* oc " d o  
J" f 
+ t d 
d g(t, u)du =g(t, t) ~ g(t, u)du (17) 
o o 
which gives upon differentiation of Equation 16 once, the following equation: 
dx dr1 d f t ~ t  
a t -  dt =d r  [ x ° ( t ) ] - F [ t ,  t, v , ( t ) ] -  Fit, u, va(u)]du (18) 
0 
but since from definition (5) 
Fit, u, v,(t)] = W(t, u)N[v,(t)] (5) 
we can conclude that F[t, u, o~(t)]= W(t, t)N[Ol(t)]=O, since W(t, t )=0.  Equation 18 can now 
be put in the form of Equation 19: 
f, x(t)(')=vz=vi')=X~ol)(t) - F(')[t, u, v,(u)]du (19) 0 
where as defined before, the superscript (1) denotes the differential operator d/dt, and 
V(')Et, u, v,(u)] = w("(z, , )N,Ev' ,(u)] .  
Recall also that W(t, t) = W ( 1 ~(t, t) . . . . .  i4,(.- 2 I(t, t) = 0; therefore, W (" - 1 I(t, t) = 1/a.(t) ~ O. 
Differentiating Equation 16 k times gives 
f' 
x(k )=  Vk + 1 = Xto"~(t) - -  F ( k ) [ t ,  U,  v l ( u ) ] d u  (20)  
J o  
where k = 0, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1 .  
* See Ref. 11, p. 86. 
; See Ref. 1, Equation 12. 
[11] A. C. ZAANEN: L i n e a r  A n a l y s i s ,  p. 86. North Holland, Amsterdam (1956). 
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Equat ion 20 gives all the state variables u 1, re, ..., v,, and for the case when k =0 .  n 
yields the state variable v~, which was previously shown to be an L,  function.* 
Now to prove that all the vi, ( i=  1, 2 . . . . .  n) belong to an L2 space, we define a sequence 
v (k) according to the recurrence relation of Equat ion 21" " trt 
x(kl f t m+ ,=x(ok)(t) - F(k)[t, u, xm(u)]du (21) 
do 
where m = 0 ,  l, ..., oo and k = 0 ,  1, 2 . . . .  , n - 1 .  Therefore, 
x,k)_~(k)~,~ [" r(k)r,  x , , ,_ l (u) jdu  (22) m - - - ~ 0  ~ , ~ 1 - - |  * L ~ ,  t l ,  
j o  
Subtract ing Equat ion  21 from 22, and  squaring the result gives: 
[, u, ~ m + l  - -  ~--" 
0 
t <~ [Kk(t ,  u)[Xm(U)-Xm_,(u)[ ]du (23) (do  
<<. Kk(t ,  u) :du  [ x ~ ( u ) - x , , _  l(u)]2du . 
( d o  do 
Therefore 
Recall that 
f t k~m+ 1 -- (Xm--Xm- 1) 2du'~ " (24) 
f 
T (-2A2m- 2. 
o [xm(u) - xm- ,(u)]2du ~ --0,10(_m___~.w " (25) 
Subst i tut ion of Equat ion  25 into Equat ion 24 gives 
( ' ~ 2 A 2 m -  2 
( h i  ~'~ 0 z a O  [x , ,+ l ( t ) -x~) ( t ) ]2<~ (~1_~T " c(~(l) (26) 
where m = 2 .  3 . . . . .  oo and where k = O ,  1 . . . .  , n -  1; n is the order o f  the system. I t  fo l lows 
therefore that all x ~  ) are L 2 funct ions. 
i t  can be shown that § 
Lim xl,~) = x (k) =Vk+l (27) 
m ~  
and therefore all the state variables vi(t) ( i=  I, 2 . . . .  , n) belong to an L 2 space in the assumed 
interval of interest T. Using Equat ion  74 of Appendix  A, an upper -bound funct ion for 
each of tile state variables vi(t) can be calculated such that" 
Iv,(t)l<~fl,(t) for i = 1 , 2  . . . . .  n, O < ~ t . ~ T .  (28) 
* See Ref. 1, Theorems 1, 2, and 3, where it is shown that vl exists and is unique. 
£0f Notice that < since t < T and the integrand is a positive quantity. 0 
See Ref. 1. 
§ See Appendix A for proof of Equation 27. 
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The functions fli(t) which satisfy Inequality 28 are given by 
Mr) = Ixg'- l~(t)i + In,_ ~(t) I + rn I~,_ t(t)l (29) 
where X~oi-1)(t), n~_l(t) and ~i-l(t)  are functions defined by Equations 4, 6, 7, and 8. 
m is a positive constant given by 
m = Co (1 
Aok\ 
+AOk~=O---~. ) (30) 
It is clear from Equation 29 that the functions {ill(t)} are in L2 space, since the right- 
hand side of this equation is a linear combination of functions that are in the LE space. The 
upper-bound functions fli(t) can be changed at will, since they are dependent only on 
known functions, as defined by the system restrictions, and hence by the system parameters. 
If  the period of interest T is chosen to be infinite, then from the properties of the L2 
spaces we can conclude that: 
f ~°v~(t)dt<oo i=1 ,  2, . . . ,  n .  (31) for 0 
It is not necessary for a continuous function, which is square integrable on the interval 
[0, + oo), to have a zero limit at t = + oo. However, as shown in Appendix B, the limit may 
not exist. Utilizing the matrix Equation 14, it can be shown that since the time-varying 
parameters a,(t) and the nonlinear function Nl(t) are assumed bounded, each of the state 
variables oi(t) has a bounded derivative in the interval of interest (assumed infinite). Thus 
Lemma I shows that oi(t) for i--- 1, 2, ..., n are uniformly continuous over the same interval. 
Now by considering Equation 31 and by applying Lemma II, it can be concluded that 
Limvi(t )=x for i = 1 , 2  . . . .  , n .  
t~oO 
STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
In the system described by the vector equation (15), an equilibrium position ve exists 
if the state variables have values vie, o2~, ..., v,~ such that all the derivatives doi/dt, where 
i=  1, 2 . . . .  , n, are simultaneously zero. It can be easily seen from Equation 11 that for the 
system under consideration the origin of the phase space v=(o l ,  o2, ... ,o , )=0 is a position 
of equilibrium, under the condition that: 
N l ( v , t ) = 0  at v ( t )=0 .  (32) 
Thus, under the condition given in Equation 32, the solution v = 0 is an equilibrium position 
of Equation 15 and its stability is in question. With the passage of time, the state vector v, 
whose components or, 02, ..., v,, traces a curve in the phase space known as the system 
trajectory which describes all possible states of the system. A simple measure of the 
departure of  one possible state v from the equilibrium position v = 0  can be obtained from 
the norm of v denoted by Ilvll such that:* 
(1) v[ is defined for every v in the space "~ 
(2) v! = 0  if and only v = 0  
(3) v > 0  for a l l y > 0  
(4) v + u  < v + u for a l l v a n d u  
(5) =cv = ~ [ .  v for all v and e is a real constant 
* See Ref. 7, p. 406. 
(33) 
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Ilvll : ~ i'~,i 136) 
i = I  
I l v i l=  ,<... , , I ' ~ '  . . . . .  ~,,)t ed.~, . . . .  , ds,. (37) 
where R is a fixed region of  the s l  . . . . .  s , ,  space, and ]vl denotes the modulus  of  the vector v 
in the usual way. It can be readily shown that the norms as defined by Equations 34 through 
37 satisfy the conditions for the norm as stated by Equation 33. Thus we can now say that, 
for the system under  consideration, an output  state u is greater than an output  state v if 
and only if ltuit > [lvil. F rom the engineering point o f  view, we would like a system to have the 
following proper ty :  For  all bounded inputs, all possible output  states v(t) must remain 
below an arbitrary upper-bound state C for 0 <t_< oo, as shown in Fig. 1. This means that 
the system under consideration is stable. However,  in order to investigate stability it is 
necessary, to define precisely the concepts of  stability that should be applied. 
~ J 
I °, 
'--- ~iil ) 
=v, 
FIG. 1. Definition of stability. 
c=an upper-bound state: 
v =system trajectory ; 
v0 -- initial state; 
0 =equilibrium state. 
See Ref. 8, p. 17, for the relation of the different norms. 
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DEFINITION OF STABILITY* 
The equilibrium position v = 0  is called stable in the sense of LYAvtrsov if for every 
~>0 and for all t > 0  there exists a 3 ( , )>0  such IIv(t)ll <~ whenever IIv(0)ll <~, In other 
words, the equilibrium position v = 0 is stable if the magnitude of the state vector v can be 
made to remain below an arbitrary upper bound, when the initial magnitude chosen for it 
is sufficiently small. If  v(t) approaches zero as t approaches infinity, that is, Limv~(t)=0 
t-'* ct~ 
( i= 1, 2, ..., n), the equilibrium pcsition in this sense is called asymptotically stable. 
In applying this definition of stability we have to confine ourselves to a particular 
definition of the norm ]!v}]. However, we are interested in studying the behaviour of the 
system under the two definitions of norm, as given by Equations 36 and 37, for the following 
reasons: 
(1) The norm as defined by Equation 36 simply gives the magnitude or length of the 
state vector v(t), at any particular time t, from the equilibrium position v--0. 
(2) The norm as defined by Equation 37 gives a measure of the root mean square value 
of the state vector v(t) during the period of interest. 
Hence the two definitions of the norm ]lv]t given above govern the behaviour of the 
system under consideration at any particular time t; this is frequently of interest to many 
systems engineers. Now, for any initial state v o, if conditions given by expressions 6 through 
10 of the restrictions are true, we can conclude that: 
(a) The system under consideration possesses a unique solution. 
(b) The system trajectory v(t)=(o t, 02, ..., o,) approaches 0 as the time t approaches 
infinity. 
(c) The norm ]lvll as defined by Equation 34, 
,]v]i =[ ,=~ (v~)] ~ (34) 
is bounded by some arbitrary upper norm IfB(t)l[ given by 
],B(t),, = [,=]~] I [fl/2(t)]] ~- (38) 
where [3,(t) is as previously defined by Equation 29. 
(d) The norm ]}vii as defined by Equation 37, 
],vj] A[y: lv(t),Zdt] *? (37) 
exists and is less than an arbitrary positive number N, given by Equation 39: 
N 2 = ]B(t)ladt (39) 
0 
where 
* See Refs. 6, 9, and 10. 
t This equation is a special case of the general equation 37; here v=l ,  s=t, and R is the interval 
0 < t < c c .  
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One can easily see that  the two integrals given by Equat ions  37 and 39 have finite values 
since bo th  the vector  funct ions v(t) = (v I , v2, ..., v,) and B(t) = (ill,/72 . . . . .  ft,) are L z functions, 
as previously proved.  It  should be noticed however,  that  the upper -bound  norms  IfB(t)~ 
and N 2 of  Equat ions  38 and 39, respectively, are functions o f  the initial state Vo(t)= 
(Oto, v2o . . . . .  o.o); therefore we can conclude that  if the system starts with an initial state 
Vo(/) such that  Ho0(t)[[ -< 6 for  any  given number  6, we can find a number  ~ such that  I[~(t)[ < 
for  t >  tl, and which depends on 3. Consequent ly  the system under  considerat ion is stable 
according to the stability definition above.  
The  
control  system shown in Fig. 2. The  equat ion of  mot ion  for  this system is 
Jc(t) + (B + K, Ka)d(t) + KoKcc(t) = KoK 2N(I)N(vl) 
where v I = j r ( t ) -  c(t)] is the actuat ing error  signal with r(t) = the reference input  
c(t) = the controlled variable 
B = the viscous friction 
N(o 0 = a nonl inear  e lement  
K2N(t) = a determinist ic t ime varying input  dis turbance 
K~, K b, C¢, are constant  gains 
I L L U S T R A T I V E  PROBLEM 
above  techniques will now be utilized to analyze the second-order  nonl inear  
(41) 
KI'(t) 
r(t) +_~  ~ Ko 
jsZ~"SB s 
C(t) 
FIG. 2. A second-order nonlinear servo. 
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Substituting Equations 42, 
vl =r(t)-c(t) ) 
t~l = t : ( t ) -  d(t) 
i;~ = i : ( t ) -  ~(t) 
(42) 
into Equation 41 gives: 
JiJl(t ) +(B +KaKb)bl(t) +KaKci:t(t ) +KoKz(t)N(vt)=Ji:(t) +(B +K,Kb)# +K,Kcr (43) 
For r=  0, Equation 43 assumes the following form: 
Jot(t) +(B + KoKb)fil( 0 + K,,Kcvl( t) + K~Kz~v( ON(vl, v2) = O . (44) 
Equation 44 can be put into the following form: 
dVl } 
d---t" =0+K12v2 =f  l(Vl' v2, t) 
2=K21131 +K2202 + KzNN(vt, v2)-~f 2(ol, 02, t) 
(45) 
with K12, K21, and/(22 as given by Equation 46: 
- [ n + r . r d  
K22 = 
J 
-gog~ K12K21 = J 
Ko 
K t 2 - -  - - ~  
d 
(46) 
assuming the functions N(ol, 02) and K2N(t) to be 
N(Vl' v2)=v2 ~ (47) 
K 2rv( t) = e 2=t 
where a is an arbitrary constant that must be determined., 
Now, the problem at hand is: Given a nonlinear function N(ot, v2) and the specific 
form of K2N(t) for the control system shown in Fig. 2, choose the parameters K12, K21, 
K22 and ,t so that: 
(1) The actuating error signal ot and the rate of change of this signal, hi, belong to an 
L2 space in the interval 0 < t < oo. 
(2) Given two specific numbers Hx = 12 and H 2 = 32 for the integrated squared errors, 
the system satisfies the following: 
(a) v~(t)d(t) ~ 12 
o 
(b) o~(Odt ~ 32. 
do 
(48) 
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This means that the unknown parameters are required to keep the integrated squared error 
[ol(t) ] and the integrated squared rate of change of the error [b~(t)] below certain specified 
levels. Equation 48, also requires that the state variables ot and v2=i~ should reach the 
equilibrium position at the origin of the phase plane as t--* ~ .  
To solve this problem it is sufficient to choose the required parameters so that the 
system under consideration satisfies the restrictions defined by Equations 6 through 10. 
In the given domain, Restriction 9 should be checked, otherwise the technique presented 
here cannot be applied. This means that the technique presented is more flexible when the 
system has parameters to be chosen. 
In order to solve for Xo(t), we consider the following linear equations: 
/ B  + K . K b \  . / K . K ~ \  
o l ( t )+~ ff " )v , ( t )+~---~ ' - - )v t ( t '=O (49, 
with x o = 1, 20 = 0 at t = 0. Therefore, 
1 
Xo(t) = - -  ( -- raze', '  + rax e"~') 
ral --ra2 
(50) 
X(ol )(t)= - -  ( -- m l m2 era,' + ranira2) 
r a t  -- ra2 
where ml and m2 are given by 
( B + K . K f ~ +  / ( B + K . K b )  2 K°K~ i=1 and 2 (51) 
m i =  --  ~-~ ]--~[ " ~  j 
Also, the impulse response W(t, u) of Equation 49 is given by 
W(t, u)= W ( t - u ) =  1 - - - ~  [e"~"-"~-e m2('-")j t > u  ; 
m l  - - m 2  (52) 
=0  t <u .] 
Using Equation 5 gives 
m 3 " [e m' ('-") -- e "~('- ")-]e2~"v2 (53) F(t, u, Vl)=ml--ra2 
Fti)(t, u, vl)= ra3 [mle'~('-")-m2e"2('-U)]e2""v 2 
ra2 -- ra2 
where m 3 = ga/J .  
For a domain O=tlxl_< l, O<_m<_t<_ we have 
(54) 
IF(t)( t ,  u, Xx)-F(1)(t ,  u, x2)] 
2m3 imtem,,e_,m,_z.~, e+m2,e_,m2_z.,. I i x l _ x z  I (56) 
ra l  - - r a 2  
IF(l, 11, x l ) - - F ( t  , U, X2)]~< 2m3 lem"e-'"-2")"-e~'2'e-"2-z'~"[ Ixt-xzl (55) 
r a t - - m  2 
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Therefore: 
2m3 
Ko(t, u)= le ""e-<*'-~')*-e*~'e -~*'-2")"] (57) 
/ ' r / 1  ~ m 2 
K ~ ( t ,  u ) =  2m____~3 [ m x e , ~ : e _ ( m , _ 2 , ) , _ m 2 e ~ , e _ ~ m ~ _ 2 , ) u ]  . (58) 
m 1 - m  2 
Applying Equation 8 gives: 
and 
J~t no(t)= m_-~3 m [-  m2e"" o(mt 2) 3[e-'<'-")- em~O-")]  +m~e'*'"]2e2"du 
~t  
nl(t)= rn3 a[m: . , c ,_ . )_m2e ,~ ,_ . ) ] [_m2e . , .+mle~ . . ]2e2~d  u 
o(ml - m2) 
(59) 
(60) 
An evaluation of the integrals of Equations 59 and 60 gives: 
no(t) = :  ~oi~ ,,2¢,~ +,)t.: ~o2~  .2(m2 + 2Gt)t A_ ~ T t'03~ ,,(m~ +,.~ + 2,),± : T ~0,t~ " : - ~  ~ ~os~ .,n2t (61) 
t/1(/') -~-- Cl 1 e2( ' '  + a)t -'F ¢12 e2('2 + a)t + ¢13 e~m' +"2 + 2.)t + cl,~e.,,t + c1 se "'t (62) 
c ° l = ( m l - m 2 ) 3 L m  1+2ct 2m, + 2 ~ - m 2  ,,A 
c°2=(ml- m2)3 L2m2 +2~- m, m2 +2~I 
m3 f - 2 m l m 2 .  2mlm21 
m3 F - m  2 2mxm2 - m  2 1 
3 " - ~ + ~ +  c ° 4 = ( m l - m 2 )  Lml+2~ m2+2ct 2m2+2ct -ml  J 
[ 2.,11.  1 
c ° 5 = ( m : - m 2 )  3Lml + 2 ~ - m 2  ml + 2 ~ q - m - ' ~ J  
m3 Imam1 
ell =(ml ~n2) 3 kin1 +2~ 1 2ml + '~-  m2J 
2ml + 2 ~ -  m2J 
m3 Fm2m~ 
cl2 = (ml - m2) 3 Lml +2ct 
where 
m3 F-2m~m2 2mlm~3 
C14 ~-~- m1c04 
Cl 5 "~" lrl2Co5 
(63) 
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Applying the 
where 
conditions of Equation 8 gives: 
C e~(t) = K~(t, u)du=d01 eu~÷m~)t +do2e2='t +do3e2'~2t + do4e4~t jo 
e~(t) = dl 1 e('~' ÷ m~, + dl 2e 2'~ + dl 3 e2~: + dl 4e - 4~, 
(64) 
(65) 
4m 2 [- 2 
d°'=(m, -mz)Z Lm, +m2-4~ ]
4m22 F I l 
d°2 = (IH I ~ 2 ) 2  - 
doa---(m 41m_~n--'--~2)= [2(m:_ 2o~)] 
4m 2 F 1 1 







d"=(m,-m2)2'L2(m,-2~) ~-2(m2-2~) m,+--~2-6~J 
The functions x~)(t), n~(t), and ~q(t) for i=  0 and 1 can be easily shown to belong to an 
L2 space in 0_<t< ~ ,  if the values of mx, m2, and ~ (the system parameters) are properly 
chosen. These functions are also uniformly continuous and therefore will have zero limits 
at t =  + m .  
With these results and utilizing the theory presented, we can draw the following 
conclusions: 
(1) The system has a unique response in 0_<t_< m. 
(2) The actuating signal, o1(0, and the rate of change of this signal bl, belong to an L 2 
space in 0<  t <  ~ ;  that is, both the integrals 
? ? v2(t)dt and b 2(t)dt 
0 0 
exist and are less than a given number. 
(3) Lim vl(t) = Lim b~(O = 0.  
t---~ oo t~oo 
In order to evaluate the two integrals in item (2) above, we must use Equations 29 and 30, 
from which it is necessary to evaluate the two constants A o and Co as follows :]1 
F ~  ] ( - ~ n  do2 do3 do4'] + (67, 
Ao = ~2(t)dt t= n~ 2 2ml 2m2 ~'~) 
Co= n2o(t)dt *~4  4 ) -4(m2+~t  ) 2 (ml+m:+2c t )  m 1 m 2 /  " 
II In evaluating these integrals, one assumes ml,  m2, and  ct to be negative values along with the following 
i n e q u a l i t y  (aq-b+c+d+e)2<~ 4(a2+ b2+ c2+2d2+2e2) .  
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Furthermore, evaluation of the integrals in Equations 67 and 68 show that the requirement 
given by Equation 48 can be satisfied by choosing the following set of parameters: 
Jo-- K, = K~ = 1 "]  
B=K¢=2  ) (69) 
• = -1"5 
which corresponds to ml = - 1 ,  m 2 = - 2 ,  m 3 = 1, and c<= -1.5,  and (see Equation 46) 
K 1 2 =  - 1 
K22= - 3  
K21=+2 
CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
The partitioning technique and the state variable approach have been applied to study 
the behaviour of a nonlinear physical system whose dynamic performance can be represented 
by a nonlinear differential equation containing some linear terms, some nonlinear terms, 
and a forcing function term as defined by Equation 1. It was found [1] that the response 
function x(t) of the system defined by Equation I possesses a unique solution which is the 
limit of a sequence of iterates in the L2 space. As shown here, under suitable restrictions, 
this solution as well as the state variables, vl, 02 ..., vn, belong to an L2 space. The system 
as restricted was found to satisfy LYAPU~OV'S definition of asymptotic stability. Hence the 
restrictions placed on the system are sufficient not only to prove the uniqueness of a solution 
that belongs to an L2 space but also to produce, in the sense indicated by LYAPtrsov, 
asymptotically stable systems. The behaviour of the system trajectory at any time t and 
during the average interval of interest has been examined with respect to two different 




l~o. 3. The actual and average system responses. 
In many applications, studying system trajectory averages is usually unsatisfactory, 
since they may not exceed certain specified values, whereas an actual system's response may 
assume an undesirable shape when plotted, as Fig. 3 shows. For this reason, an expression 
for an upper-bound state vector inside which the system will always remain during operation 
has been derived. The upper-bound state vector is found to depend only upon the restric- 
tions placed on the system, and hence can be varied to suit specific applications by changes 
in the system parameters. An example to illustrate the method is given. 
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The authors believe that the analysis presented herein should assist 
analyzing or synthesizing systems containing nonlinear characteristics. 
engineers in 
To prove that: 
APPENDIX A 
• ( k )  . . . ~ .  { k )  Lira x m x = Vk + 1 
rn  - +  
where .~,,-'ck) and X ( k )  a r e  given by Equations 22 and 20, respectively: 
I' 
Xtk)=Vk+, =X~ok~(t) - Ftk)[t, U, v1(u)]du 
dO 
x~k)_ ~tk), f '  Ftk)[t, u, v,,_ . ,  , -  I 
dO 
The proof should be divided into two steps: 
(1) To prove that Lira x~ > exists. 
m ~ o o  
(2) To prove that the limit of step 1 satisfies Equation 27. 
For step l, we can form the series 
xtk)= x~k) + [x~k)-- X~ k)] + [Xt3 k) -- X~ k)] + . . .  to m + errors. m 
Therefore: 
(- Ao m - l  .(k) K (k) x m ..~xj +O~k(t)Co+CoOtk(t) 2~ 
. ~k) has a limit, which proves step 1. Equation 71 shows that, as m ~ ,  x,, 
For step 2, subtracting Equation 20 and 22 and squaring gives 
[ x ~ -  L'k+,] 2= [.F~k)(t, u, V, ,_lu)--F~k'( t ,  u, v , (u ) ]du  
0 
[xt,, k)- "k+ ,]2 = Kk(t,  ullv,,_ ,(u) -- c , (u)!du . 
0 
Therefore 
It is proved in Ref. 4, Appendix B, that 
Lira v.,_ t(u) = vl (u)  • 
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Hence: 
Lira x~ ) = Vk ~ I • 
rtl ~ ~3 
It should not be necessary to prove that, as m ~ ,  x ~ - ~ v k ÷  ~ uniquely, since it was proved 
in Ref. 4, Appendix B, that, as m--,o'~, vm-~(u) tends toward va(u ) uniquely. 
f(t i  
2 5 
FIG. 4. A function which belongs to L2, but the limit at t = ~  does not exist. 
A P P E N D I X  B 
An example follows in which the function is L2 on [0 + oo), but the limit does not exist .  
Consider the function shown in Fig. 4, where 
f 2(t)d t 1 1 
o = ~  ~ .  (75) 
n = l  
The infinite series of Equation 75 converges, and therefore the integral exists, but the value 
of the function f ( t )  at t = + ~ does not exist. 
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R6sum6--La technique de partition et l'approche de la variable d'6tat ont 6t6 appliqu6es 
l'analyse et /t l '6tude du comportement dynamique d'un syst/:me de commande dont la 
performance dynamique peut 6tre gen~ralement d~crite/t I'aide d'une ¢~quation differentieU¢ 
non-hneaire contenant quelques termes hn6aires, quelques termes non-lin6aires et un terme 
de fonction d'intensification. En apl:liquant ~t l'equation du syst~me des limitations 
convenables, il a et6 trouv6 que les variables d'6tat, qui repr~sentent r6tat du syst~me 
appartiennent ~ un espace. Sous la reserve des limitations adopt6es il a 6t6 trouv6 que le 
syst~me admissible satisfaisait a la d6finition de la stabilit6 asymptotique dans le sens de 
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Liapunov. La ttajectoire du syst~me a dtd analyse en utilisant deux d6finitions differentes 
de la norme. On a obtenu, pendant rintervalle de fonctionnement considdrd des expressions 
pour les normes ndcessaires /t l 'intdrieur desquelles se trouvent tous les  dtats possibles du 
systdme. On trouvera dans rarticle un exemple il/ustrant la mdthode pr6sent6e. 
Zusammenfassung--Die "partitioning"-'l-echnik und die Methode der Zustands-Variablen 
wurde angewandt, um das Verhalten eines Regelungssystems zu alanysieren und zu studieren, 
dessen dynamisches Verhalten ira allgemeinen dutch eine nichtlineare Differentialgleichung 
beschrieben werden kann, wobei es sowohl lineare als auch nichtlineare und schliesslich 
Terme von St/Srfunktionen enthalten kann. Unter Einf'tihrung geeigneter Voraussetzungen 
bei der Systemgleichung wurde gefunden, dass die Variablen, die den Zustand des Systems 
repr/isentieren, einem L2-Raum angeh/Sren. Bei den getroffenen Voraussetzungen befnedigt 
das zul/issige System die Definition der asymi:totischen Stabilit/it im Sinne yon Ljapunow. 
Unter Benutzung zweier verschiedener Definitionen der Norm wurde die Bahnkurve des 
Systems analysiert. Fiir das betrachtete IntervaU wurden Ausdrilcke f'ur die geforderten 
Normen erhalten, innerhalb welcher alle m0glichen ZustSzade des Systems bleiben. Um die 
vorliegende Methode zu illustrieren, wurde em Beispiel angeschlossen. 
A 6 c T p a w r - - T e x r m x a  paa~aeae rma  n noaxo )~  NepeMeltHOlTl COCTOIItHIOt "l,bLrIkl HpIeLMeFAz~I K 
aHa.n~3y n K n3y'~enmo ~tnHaMr~ecKoro none~en~a CllCTeMbI yrapaB.rlerm~, ~,41~aMHqec~ne 
xapawrepncTarrt I¢OTOpO~, MOryT "bbITb) B ~a2lbllIllltCTBe cJlyqaeB, OIIHcaHI,I IlpH OOMOmH 
Henane~moro ~qbepenuna.rmaoro ypaBueuna co~aep~ramero n e c r o m , r o  armet~a~ax snenoa, 
HeCKOJI'bKO HeJI/d[He~[~I-IbIX ,taenoe ~t Knew BI, my~,/~azomett qbyrnolnn. HpnMeH~ r ypaBnenmo 
CHCTeMbl HO~XOJI, flIZI~e orpal t l l~ei- l l tg ,  'bbLrlO r loKa3aHowfo ,  HepeMeI-IHbIe COCTOflI~ISI OHHCblBalO- 
u.me COCTOaHne CnCXeMbl, npmaa~ae~aT K ueroTOpOMy npocrpaHcray .112. "bhino noraaano 
qTO, npn npmLerbix orpaH,~e)max, n p ~ e ~ e M a a  cnerera_a y~aoaaerao~na onpeneaenmo 
ac)tMnTOMaTri~ecrolt ycTo~i~naocrn a crca, ic:~e 5Im'ynoaa. Tpaer'ropn~ c~ereM~,] ~,b~na 
npoaHan)13npoBaHa np~i nOMOm~ ~tayx pa3n~I,fl~tx onpenem4i~ HOpM~,I, ~,b~H no~yqehq, L 
~fl paccMaTp~maeMoro ~HTep~a ]Iei~CTBH~, nMpa~zc~mg ~lna HeO~XO~HMbIX HOpM, BH)TpH 
~OTOpb~x Haxo~gTC~ BCC SO3MO~Hb~e COCTOgm~g C~CTeM~L CTaT~ co~ep~znT np~Mcp 
~na~cTp~py~nn~ npe~cTannCHH~n~ MCTO~. 
